
eric wentworth

Hi, I’m Dhammarati, Chair of the Seattle Buddhist Center. This is 
an example of a blurb post: it might need its own content type, I 
suppose and be length-limited to fit. Picture? The home page for 
Projects would feature just this and should be posted by the 
Chair. It’s simple and uncomplicated. Users would have three 
main ways to connect - by following on our site (so you get posts 
from the project in your ‘my sangha’ feed), via the project’s own 
site and by viewing the project’s own program. I’d like to see the 
latter published as a pdf, preferably embedded from Issuu so it 
opens in full-screen immediately. Later programs might become 
interactive content types (calendar-like, bookable events, etc.).
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Welcome to Akasavana Women’s Buddhist Retreat Centre highlights

10/13: Beethoven - Heroic 
Inspiration 
led by Sravaniya

11/13: Introduction to Buddhism 
led by Narottama

11/17: Introduction to Meditation 
led by Suddhayu

11/18: Heroines and Dakinis: 
Women's Practice Morning 
led by Viriyalila
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Dharmachakra
this is your new edit toolbar as an admin or team member, includes a quick way to ask for help/support

Dharmachakra
this is the new posting bar for content - when you hover over it will expand to show you your choices

Dharmachakra
This is your new sub-menu so people can browse your posts by category more easily. 

We'll add an 'archive' feature here too in time so people can browse back through your posts by month and year.

Dharmachakra
the new highlights section lets you quickly give prominence on your home page to any of your posts. If you don't set any it will default to show the latest posts. 

You can remove highlights too by editing the relevant posts. 

Dharmachakra
Your picture gallery of people and Centre shots will now go here. 

Dharmachakra
Dhammarati has been at us to narrow the width of text fields! So we've started here - makes them easier to read...

Dharmachakra
Your new marquee picture should help you make the space more your own visually… It is 910 x 245 pixels (any modern smartphone takes bigger landscape pictures than this by default).  You can upload lower resolution pictures if you like but they won't look as good!

We'll provide placeholder pictures so your new space won't look bare, but please do try and get your own up in the next couple of weeks!

For best results, take a picture and then crop it to the exact size you want using any photo editor (lots of free ones - your PC or Mac almost certainly has one built in!). Otherwise upload the whole image and it will be centred automatically in the box.

If you aren't sure, we're happy to help. Send us your picture and we'll take a look and can crop for you too.


